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We provide a formalism for the study of dialogues, where
a dialogue is a two-person game, initiated by the proponent
who defends a proposed thesis. We examine several different
winning criteria and several different dialogue types, where
a dialogue type is determined by a set of positions, an attack
relation between positions and a legal-move function. We
examine two proof theories, where a proof theory is deter-
mined by a dialogue type and a winning criterion. For each
of the proof theories we supply a corresponding declarative
semantics.
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Artificial intelligence has long dealt with the challenge of
modeling argumentation ([Tou84], [Fel84], [Vre97]). Ab-
stract argumentation and formal dialectics have been devel-
oped in noteworthy works such as [Dun95], [Vre93], [KT96],
[PS96], [PS97], [Ver96] and [Lou98a]. These fields are use-
ful for the purpose of decision-making and discussion among
intelligent agents, such as in [Ree97] and [PJ98]. In ad-
dition, they are important in the context of applications in
AI and Law. Indeed, legal argumentation has been modeled,
for example, in [McC97], [BC98], [SSK � 86], and [HLL94].
Furthermore, a formalization and computational model of
civil pleading such as The Pleadings Game ([Gor95]) has
been implemented and tested using legal examples. Systems
such as HYPO ([AR88]) and CABARET ([SR92]) have been
implemented to process legal cases by integrating rules and
reasoning with previous cases.

In this paper we model argumentation between two par-
ticipants, i.e. dialogue. A dialogue is initiated by a pro-
ponent who proposes a thesis, which she then attempts to
defend against any attacks which might come from the op-

ponent. Thus, a dialogue resembles a game, in which the
players successively make moves according to a set of rules,
by introducing statements (arguments) or sets of statements
(positions). The rules of the game can vary according to
need and common consensus. As in any game, it is natu-
ral to consider those positions that can be successfully de-
fended. Just as the rules can vary, so can the success criteria.
The combination of a set of rules that govern the game, and
the determination of winning criteria, constitute a dialectic
semantics for the “theory” that underlies the player’s argu-
ments. Clearly, this notion of “dialogue game” can be re-
garded as a model for certain types of legal reasoning, as
has been convincingly argued, for example, in [Gor95] and
[PS96].

The model of argumentation which we consider is the
argumentation framework, introduced in [Dun95], in which
an argument is an abstract entity whose role is determined by
its so-called attack relations to other arguments. Argumenta-
tion frameworks have been studied extensively, and various
semantics ([Dun95], [BDKT97], [JV99b]) have been devel-
oped. Most of these semantics are formulated in a static,
declarative and monological manner, despite the fact that the
essence of argumentation is dialogue. In addition, these se-
mantics specify what is admissible, without indicating how
such admissible sets of arguments are to to be constructed.
This has encouraged many researchers to adopt a procedu-
ral approach to argumentation. For example, [Lou98b] re-
ports on the games underlying several programs that can ar-
gue. Also, [Lou98a] presents a game which is a model of
negotiation. [Gor95] formalizes and implements civil plead-
ing as a dialogue game which captures defeasible reasoning.
Legal justification is modeled as a dialog game in [Lod98].
[HLL94] shows that there are different sets of rules that gov-
ern particular types of dialogues, and defends a procedural
approach to legal reasoning.

In this paper we provide several dialectic proof theories
for “winning” positions in argumentation frameworks. They
are each given by a dialogue type which is governed by a
set of natural rules that determine which moves players can
make, and a simple winning criterion. A dialogue type is
determined by a set of positions, an attack relation between



positions and a legal-move function.
The following example demonstrates some of the differ-

ent possibilities which exist for determining these three pa-
rameters, and some different winning criteria:

Example 1 Consider the following hypothetical exchange
of allegations, adapted from [Gor95]. The plaintiff ( � ) and
the defendant ( � ) have both loaned money to Miller for the
purchase of an oil tanker, which is the collateral for both
loans. Miller has defaulted on both loans, and the practical
question is which of the two lenders will first be paid from
the proceeds of the sale of the ship. One subsidiary issue
is whether the plaintiff perfected his security interest in the
ship or not.

a � : My security interest in Miller’s ship was perfected.
A security interest in goods may be perfected by taking
possession of the collateral (UCC Article 9). I have
possession of Miller’s ship.

b � : Ships are not goods for the purposes of Article 9.

c � : Ships are movable, and movable things are goods
according to UCC Article 9.

d � : According to the Ship Mortgage Act, a security in-
terest in a ship may only be perfected by filing a financ-
ing statement.

e � : The Ship Mortgage Act does not apply, since the
UCC is newer and therefore has precedence.

f � : The Ship Mortgage Act is federal law, which has
precedence over state law such as UCC.

Depending on how one defines attack between arguments,
one possible argumentation framework that can be associ-
ated to this discussion is as shown in figure 1.

[Gor95]’s ship example is interesting, because it pin-
points many different issues that have to be addressed when
choosing the rules of a dialogue game. For example, notice
that the argument � does not attack the argument � which im-
mediately precedes it. Indeed, the opponent gives up his line
of discussion, and attempts a different one, by attacking the
argument � , which the proponent mentioned earlier. In our
framework, we insist that every move attacks its predecessor.
This means that a player has only one chance to invalidate
the adversary’s move. However, in those dialogue types in
which we allow multiple arguments to be introduced in one
move, several attacks on the preceding move can be made at
once so, in fact, this “one-shot” rule is not a restriction.
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Figure 1: an argumentation framework associated to our
adaptation of [Gor95]’s ship example (arrows represent “at-
tack” relationships)

Notice also that the above discussion ends in an infinite
loop, since the players have opposing views on the prece-
dence of laws, and there is no further information to sup-
port one view over the other. Some dialogue types might
allow players to repeat their moves, while some might not.
Also, notice that when the argument � is introduced, it is
attacked by the argument � , which was introduced earlier.
Again, some dialogue types might disallow the use of pre-
viously attacked arguments. If the dialogue type does allow
the use and repetition of such arguments, then dialogues can
get into infinite loops. It is then the role of the winning crite-
rion to determine the status of the position being defended.
Other issues in dialogue rules are, for example, whether a
player can use an argument which has already been used by
the adversary, or an argument which contradicts some other
argument which she has already adopted.

We will discuss further aspects of [Gor95]’s ship example
in examples 7 and 9.

As a sample in the large range of possibilities which the
above example demonstrates, we define two main dialogue
types. In the first one, we adopt rules that forbid the use of
“self-defeating” arguments, and the use of arguments which
have already been invalidated by the adversary. As a result
of these restrictions, repetitive use of the same argument is
prohibited. In this dialogue type we allow the players to in-
troduce only one argument at a time. Later we generalize
this dialogue type to one in which the players can introduce
sets of arguments at each move. The attack relation between
positions (where a position is a consistent set of arguments)
derives trivially from the attack relation between single argu-
ments. The winning criterion in this dialogue game is quite
demanding, in that it requires that the proponent win any
dialogue in a finite number of moves. In the second main
dialogue type which we present, we adopt a more sophisti-
cated attack relation, in which only uncountered attacks are
valid. The winning criterion which we adopt for this dia-
logue game is more credulous than in the first game, in that
it accepts positions even if they can only be defended with



dialogues that have infinite loops.
We show that the dialogue types which we introduce can

correspond to credulous or sceptical semantics, depending
on which winning criterion is used. Legal reasoning is clas-
sically associated to sceptical semantics, although there are
more and more authors (see, for example, [Lod98]) that em-
phasize the importance of procedure in legal practice. The
basic idea of the procedural approach to argumentation is
that a position is acceptable if it can be argued in a rea-
sonable way. Thus, arguments in a framework do not hold
because of their absolute truth, but because they can be de-
fended in a convincing manner. In this approach, a change in
the procedure can change the resulting semantics, so various
credulous semantics can emerge.

Thus, because the rules in our dialogue types are natu-
ral and they reflect discussion realistically, the conclusions
reached by engaging in our dialogue games are justified.
However, there is no guarantee that these conclusions corre-
spond to the set of conclusions which would be reached ob-
jectively by a third-party observer who has a global view of
the “argumentation framework”. Surprisingly, in each case
the resulting dialectic semantics can be characterized inde-
pendently of the game, in a declarative manner. These static
semantics are new, but they refer to methods used in com-
mon approaches. The fact that, in each case, the proof theory
corresponds to a reasonable declarative semantics, adds to its
credibility. As expressed in [Fel84], concerning intuition-
istic logic, “...if a new development of intuitionistic logic,
based on the concepts of dialogues and strategies, shall be
given, then one expects an equivalence theorem to be estab-
lished which states that provability by strategies coincides
with provability by one of the known calculi for intuition-
istic logic.” Similarly, in this paper, we reconcile the pro-
cedural approach to argumentation and the objective model-
theoretical approach.

One of the added contributions of the semantics presented
here is that they solve a problem posed in [Dun95] and
[BDKT97], namely, how to satisfactorily deal with argu-
ments that, directly or indirectly, contradict themselves. In-
deed, as [Dun95] and [BDKT97] point out, their theories
lack facilities to satisfactorily deal with such arguments. Such
a contradictory argument, sometimes called a “self-defeating”
argument (see [Pol94] and [PS96]), is portrayed in figure 2.
[Dun95] and [BDKT97] express the desire to extend their
theories in order to deal with this special case. Accord-
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Figure 2: A self-defeating argument

ing to [BDKT97], [Dun95], and [Pol94] 1, the only accept-
�
after suitably mapping their approaches to the present framework

able model of the argumentation framework of figure 2 is
the empty set. However, both [Dun95] and [BDKT97] ar-
gue that the desired result is that � be rejected, and that � be
accepted. Indeed, the argument � is irrational, and should
therefore be eliminated. Moreover, a self-defeating argu-
ment such as � should be given no power to invalidate other
arguments, so � is acceptable. This is the approach adopted
in the declarative semantics presented in [KMD94], which
attempts to eliminate self-defeating arguments and their ef-
fects on other arguments. Our game-theoretical semantics
solves the problem of self-defeating arguments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2
we define argumentation frameworks, their associated po-
sition frameworks, dialogues, dialogue types, and winning
criteria. Section 3 considers the so-called useful-argument
dialogue type, and its corresponding declarative semantics,
which we call the defensible semantics. Defensibility is sim-
ilar to the semantics of [KMD94] in its use of recursion, so
our definition of a dialectic proof theory that corresponds to
our semantics, contributes also to the understanding of the
[KMD94] semantics. In section 4 we present the so-called
rational-extension dialogue type, and its corresponding ro-
bust semantics, which is similar to the semantics of [JV99b],
but differs in its approach to self-defeating arguments.
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We begin by recalling [Dun95]’s model of argumentation,
with slightly adapted notations, as follows:

Definition 1 ([Dun95]) An argumentation framework is a
pair, 
������������� , where � is a set of arguments, and �
is a binary relation on � , i.e. ��������� . An argument

� �!� is said to attack an argument �"�#� , denoted �$�%� ,
iff � �&�'�(�)��� . A set * of arguments attacks another set + ,
denoted *,�-+ , if there is an argument in * which attacks
an argument in + . We write �/.�0� if � does not attack � .
Similarly, if * and + are sets of arguments, then *1.� +
means that no element from * attacks an element in + . The
set 2 �#�3�546*�� �87 is denoted *:9 , and the set 2 �#���54

�;�<*=7 is denoted 9>* . A set * is said to be consistent if
*/.�%* .

An argumentation framework gives interactions between sin-
gle arguments. Agents sharing a common framework can
adopt positions within the framework, which are consistent
sets of arguments which they accept. The various positions
attack each other according to an attack relation which is
based on the attack relation � of the original framework

$� . This determines a position framework, which gives in-
teractions between positions, and which is the framework
within which a dialogue can take place.

Definition 2 A position framework corresponding with an
argumentation framework ��� �?�@� is an argumentation frame-
work �BA �DC��� where A consists of consistent subsets of � .



Elements of A are called positions. A player is a member
of 2 �=� � 7 where � stands for proponent while � stands for
opponent. For � a player, the adversary of � , denoted � , is
defined by �  � and �, � . A move in A is a pair � � �����
where � is a player and � � A . For a move � �� � ���	� , we
use ��
 ���#� to denote � and � ��	���#� to denote � .

In addition to the possible positions and the attack relation
between positions, dialogue types are characterized by cer-
tain rules that govern the discussion. For example, there
might be an agreement that each participant has to be consis-
tent with herself. This consistency requirement, or any other
restriction, can be included in the dialogue rules by means of
the so-called legal-move function in the following definition:

Definition 3 A dialogue type is a tuple � A � C����� � where �BA � C�@�
is a position framework and �	� A C������ is a “legal-move”
function 2. A dialogue � in �BA �DC����� � is any countable se-
quence3 ��� ������� � of moves in A that satisfies 4, for any ! �#" ,

1. ��
 � �%$ � � �  �&
 � �%$ � , i.e. the players take turns,

2. � �' � �%$ � � � �(� � � �' � ��� �)�*�+� � ��	� �%$�� � , i.e. the next
move is legal,

3. � �' � � $ � � � C� � �' � � $ � , and it attacks the adversary’s
last move, and

4. ��
 � � � �  � , i.e. the proponent makes the first move.

We say that � is about the position � �' � �,� � .
Example 2 [Pra96] considers a game in which the posi-
tions are single arguments, and the attack relation (called
“defeat” in [Pra96]) between positions is simply the attack
relation between arguments in the original framework

$�� �?���?�@� . He restricts legal moves by insisting that
the proponent cannot repeat herself, and that the proponent
must strictly defeat the opponent’s argument. In our frame-
work, this game is represented as the dialogue type ���.-��?����� � ,
where � -  2	2 � 7 4 � ���;7 and �/�"� - C �0�2143 , with5)6 �7�+�*� 6 $ �!� - C ,
� � 6 �8�+�*� 6 $�� 

9 � - if ! is even

�:-�;6�=<?> $�@A�CBED�FGIH � 6 F G8J 6 9$ � if ! is odd.

Indeed, when ! is even, it is the opponent’s turn. In this case,
since there are no restrictions on the opponent,� � 6 �K�+�*� 6 $�� /� - . When ! is odd, it is the proponent’s turn.
Since the proponent cannot repeat herself,
� � 6 � �+�*� 6 $ �ALM<N> $E@O��BED�FGIH � 6 F G QP . Since the proponent must
strictly defeat the opponent’s previous argument, she cannot
use an argument which is attacked by the opponent’s previ-
ous argument, so � � 6 �8�*�+� 6 $ �AL 6 9$ RP .S

For a set T we use T�U to denote the set of finite sequences of elements from T .V
Note that a dialogue may be infinite.W
For any $�XZY we use [�\ to denote the > $ � ��B ’th element of [ .

We provide the following three different winning criteria. A
dialogue about a position � can be won, there can be a win-
ning strategy for � , and/or � can be a so-called winning
position. Each of these criteria is slightly different and, to-
gether with a dialogue type, yields a particular proof theory.

Definition 4 Let � A � C����� � be a dialogue type. A dialogue
� is won by � if � is finite and ends with a move � � �I�	� such

that U9N�(L	� � � �"�P , i.e the dialogue cannot be continued.
A player � that does not win � is said to have lost � .

Thus, a player wins a game if her adversary has nothing to
say. Dialogues which have been won are, according to this
definition, finite.

Example 3 The following is a simplification of a recent case
in Flanders. The plaintiff ( � ) bought a house from a previ-
ous owner, and hired a builder ( � ) to renovate it. During
the renovation, the builder knocked down a ceiling and dis-
covered a valuable collection of authentic paintings hidden
above the ceiling. The following arguments summarize the
discussion:

a � : The paintings were found in my property and there-
fore belong to me. They should be returned to me im-
mediately.

b � : It is only because I knocked down the ceiling, and
discovered the paintings, that you know of their exis-
tence. I found the paintings due to my own work. Since
I am the one who found them, I can keep them.

c � : When you discovered the paintings you were acting
as my employee and manipulating my property. The
fruit of your work therefore belongs to me.

d � : The paintings are not your property. The previous
owner sold you only the house. Its movable contents
remain her property.

At this point in the discussion, it seems obvious that the
builder has contradicted herself and therefore lost the argu-
ment. Indeed, her claim to ownership contradicts her claim
that the previous owner of the house is the rightful owner.
This discussion can be modeled with the help of the argu-
mentation framework 
��  �?���?�@� , shown in figure 3.
Consider the dialogue type �BA ������� � , where A is the set of
consistent subsets of � , and � is such that a move � � �I�	� is
legal if � is not attacked nor attacks anything that the player� has uttered, i.e. players must be self-consistent. The above
discussion corresponds to the dialogue � �=�(2 �87*�=� � �(2 � 7+�]� �=�(2 � 7+� .
The proponent wins this game since, the only positions which
the opponent can adopt in order to attack the last move, con-
tain 2 �87 and therefore are inconsistent with 2 � 7 .

Suppose now that the proponent had anticipated the op-
ponent’s “finders-keepers” claim � , and countered it before
it was uttered. In this case the proponent would state the ar-
guments � and � right away in the first move. Once the pro-
ponent has stated that the builder is her employee, it is use-
less for the builder to propose the finders-keepers argument
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Figure 3:

� . The builder would therefore counter immediately with the
argument � . The resulting dialogue is � �=�(2 � � � 7+�]� � � 2 �87+� .
This dialogue is lost by the proponent, since the only way
that she can attack 2 ��7 is to include 2 � 7 in her next position,
which is inconsistent with 2 �&� � 7 . This example shows that it
is sometimes in the interest of a player not to “play all of her
cards at once” and, instead of revealing all of her possibili-
ties in the beginning, saving some of her arguments for later
use. Indeed, if she uses the argument � in the first move, as in
the second dialogue, then it is countered and invalidated. If,
on the contrary, she saves it for the third move, as in the first
dialogue, it serves her to invalidate her adversary’s attack
and cannot be invalidated.

The second winning criterion is as follows:

Definition 5 Let �  � A � C����� � be a dialogue type. A win-
ning strategy * of � for a position � � A is a prefix-closed5

finite set of finite dialogues about � in � that satisfies6

1.
5 ���#* ��� � -�� � such that � - is won by � .

2.
5 �'� �=����� �!* � 5)6 � U9N� L#� � ��� � �I�	� � ,
� � -�� ��� � �I�	�]� � � 6 � such that � - � * �

Essentially, a winning strategy provides a guarantee for the
proponent, to be able to counterattack all attacks by the op-
ponent, at every stage of the game. Dialogues about posi-
tions for which there are winning strategies, are finite if the
proponent makes the wise choices.

The third winning criterion is specified7 as follows:

Specification 1 Let �  � � �*�+� �	� be a dialogue in a dia-
logue type �  �BA � C����� � . �	� is winning in � if

5 �
� � �
such that � �	� � � is a dialogue in � ,

� �	� � � is not winning in � �
� � � , and

� � �	� � F such that �
� � F is winning in � �
� � � �	� � F .

A position � ��A is winning in � iff the move � �=���	� is
winning in the dialogue � � �I�	� .
�

A set T of sequences is prefix-closed if, for any  X T , for any prefix � of 
(i.e. for any � such that ��� H  for some � ), we have � X T .�

We write [ ��� [ S to indicate that [ S is a prefix of [ � . Concatenation of (se-
quences of) moves is indicated by juxtaposition, as in [�� ���ET���� ������� which consists
of the sequence [ followed by the moves � � �ET!� and � ������� , in that order."

Because of its recursive nature, this is a specification, rather than a definition, as
are specifications 2 and 3. Corresponding fixpoint definitions are supplied in [JV99a].

This winning criterion allows positions to be winning, even
if all dialogues about them are infinite. This is to allow for
credulous reasoning. The following example presents a dia-
logue type which, when combined with the winning-strategy
criterion of definition 5, produces a sceptical semantics and
which, when combined with the winning-position criterion
of specification 1, produces a credulous semantics. This
shows that the same dialogue type, used with different win-
ning criteria, determines different semantics.

Example 4 A Belgian newspaper publishes a photograph of
Gerard Depardieu and Sharon Stone, sharing a private din-
ner at the famous Brussels restaurant “Comme chez soi”.
The celebrity couple sues the newspaper for violation of pri-
vacy, while the newspaper defends itself on the basis of free-
dom of public information. Their disagreement is repre-
sented in the position framework of figure 4, where � is the

� �

Figure 4:

position “right to privacy”, and � is the position “freedom
of public information”. Suppose that the proponent, the cou-
ple, begins the dialogue by asserting the argument � . Sup-
pose that the rules of their dialogue allow the opponent, the
newspaper, to counter this argument by asserting the argu-
ment � , and that the rules then allow the proponent to reit-
erate the argument � . Since the dialogue is infinite, there is
no winning strategy for the assertion � , according to defini-
tion 5. Similarly, there is no winning strategy for the asser-
tion � . Thus, the winning-strategy criterion produces a scep-
tical semantics. Furthermore, the proponent does not win
the dialogue, according to definition 4. However, the posi-
tion � is winning, according to specification 1, as is the po-
sition � , so the winning-position criterion produces a credu-
lous semantics.

This example demonstrates that a semantics is determined
by the combination of a dialogue type and a winning crite-
rion. We have provided three winning criteria. In the next
two sections we provide a sample of two specific dialogue
types.

# $ � �&% ��' ( 	 �*)��,+�� � � � � 	-' �-)�� � �

We now formally define the first of the two dialectical proof
theories presented in this paper. The proponent begins the
game by proposing a position which is a single argument.
Each player must then successively introduce a single argu-
ment which attacks the previously proposed argument. The
rules of the game state that no player can introduce a self-
defeating argument, i.e. an argument which attacks itself,
nor can a player introduce a useless argument, i.e. an argu-
ment which is attacked by a previously mentioned argument.
This motivates the following legal-move function:



Definition 6 Let �BA � C��� be a position framework. The legal-
move function � > � � U9 B � A C#� ��� which allows moves in

�BA � C�@� that are not self-defeating nor useless, is defined as
follows:

5)6 � �*�+� 6 $ � A C ,
� > � � U9 B � 6 � �+�+� 6 $ �  A ;6� 2 � 4 � C�R� 7 J $�

GIH �
6 U9G � �

The formal definition of the proof theory is as follows:

Definition 7 Let ��� ���������� be an argumentation frame-
work. A useful-single-argument dialogue in 
�� is a dia-
logue in the dialogue type ��� - ������� > 1 3 � 9 B � , where � - 
2 2 � 7 4 � ���;7 , and � > 1 3 � 9 B designates moves that are not
self-defeating nor useless.

Notice that, while a player cannot use useless or self-defeating
arguments, she is allowed to contradict something which
she said previously. This is due to the fact that the play-
ers don’t have to care about forward attacks, only backward
attacks. When an argument is introduced, they don’t look at
the things that it attacks. They don’t have to “think ahead”.
In this respect the players are brave, or rather care-free, in
that they can propose arguments without thinking of the con-
sequences.

If � is finite, then any useful-argument dialogue ends af-
ter a finite number of moves. As we shall show in theorem 1,
the proof theory of definition 7 corresponds to the defensi-
ble semantics, defined in specification 2, which is based on
the following idea: in a discussion every argument is intro-
duced in order to counter a previous argument. Thus, each
argument is associated to the history that led to its introduc-
tion. An argument is said to be defensible with respect to its
history, if none of its attackers are defensible with respect to
their history. This is expressed in specification 2 as a recur-
sive statement. In addition, the restriction on legal moves in
a useful-argument dialogue, results in the fact that, no player
can reuse an argument which has already been used. (This
can be compared to [Pra96]’s game in example 2, in which
the proponent cannot reuse her own arguments.) Indeed, if
a player could reuse an argument, this would mean that the
previous argument was useless. This observation provides
the stopping condition in specification 2.

Specification 2 Let ���  ��������� be an argumentation
framework.

5 +/� � ,
5 ���!� ,

���
	����� � �&� +�� if ���!+
���
	����� � �&� +�� if

5 � � � , � �
	����� �?� � 2 � 7 J +�� .
The argument � is said to be defensible in ��� iff ��	�� � �&��P � 8.

The variable + plays the role of an accumulator, that holds
the arguments that have been considered, i.e. the history.
A similar use of an accumulator appears in the [KMD94]-
acceptability relation on theories in non-monotonic reason-
ing frameworks.
�

When the subscript
��

is clear, it is omitted.

The following theorem shows the equivalence of the de-
fensible semantics of specification 2, and the game-theoretical
semantics of definition 7.

Theorem 1 Let ��� ��?���?�@� be an argumentation frame-
work.

5 � � � , � is a defensible argument in 
$� iff there
is a winning strategy for 2 � 7 in the useful-single-argument
dialogue type ��� - ������� > 1 3 � 9 B � 9.

The following example illustrates theorem 1, and demon-
strates that the game-semantics of definition 7 is credulous.

Example 5 Consider again the discussion of example 4, about
the precedence of two principles in law. The proponent as-
serts the argument � . It is then useless for the opponent to
suggest the argument � , since this is contradicted by what the
proponent has already said. So, the opponent has no move
and the proponent wins.

Observe that, in keeping with theorem 1, the argument �
is defensible, since �
	�� � �&��P	� if � ��	�� �?� �(2 � 7 � if ��	�� � �&� 2 �&�'� 7 � ,
which holds trivially.

The following example illustrates that the game semantics
presented here solves the problem of self-defeating argu-
ments, posed in [BDKT97] and [Dun95].

Example 6 Consider the argumentation framework of fig-
ure 3. The proponent states the argument � . The opponent
must then state � , which is the only argument that attacks

� . The proponent then introduces � . The opponent cannot
introduce anything, since the only argument which attacks �
is the useless argument � . Thus, the proponent wins. There-
fore, there is a winning strategy for 2 � 7 . This is reasonable,
since the three arguments � , � and � all indirectly contradict
themselves, so they are self-defeating, and therefore should
not invalidate the argument � . Note that, in keeping with
theorem 1, the argument � is defensible, since ��	�� � � ��P � if
� �
	�� �?� � 2 � 7 � if �
	�� � � � 2 �&�'� 7 � if � ��	�� � �8� 2 �&�'� � � 7 � if�
	�� �?� � 2 �&�'� � � � ��7 � , which holds trivially.

The following example shows that the useful-single-argument
dialogue type can be generalized to a useful-multiple-argument
dialogue type, simply by applying it to a position framework,
rather than to the argumentation framework itself.

Example 7 Consider the argumentation framework 
�� 
��� �?�@� of example 1. The argument � is not defensible in

$� since, in order to have �
	�� � �&��P � we must have � �
	�� �?� � 2 � 7 � ,
which requires �
	�� � � � 2 �&�'� 7 � , which is only true if
� �
	�� � �&� 2 � � � � � 7 � , which in turn requires �
	�� � � �(2 �&� � � �&�'� 7 � ,
which is not the case since �
	�� � �&�(2 � � �&� � � �&�'� 7 � .

In accordance with theorem 1, then, there is no winning
strategy for 2 � 7 in the dialogue type � ���� - ������� > 1 3 � 9 B ).
Indeed, the proponent has no choice but to lose the dia-
logue � �=�(2 �87*�=� � �(2 � 7+�]� �=�(2 � 7+�]� � �(2 � 7+� , since the only remain-
ing move � �=�(2 �	7+� is useless.

Notice, however, that if the players agree on a dialogue
type which allows multiple arguments to be introduced at
�

where 1�3 is as defined in definition 7



each move, then the proponent has a way out. Consider
the dialogue type � A �?��� � > � � 9 B � , where A is the set of
consistent subsets of � . In this dialogue type, there is no
winning strategy for 2 �87 , since the proponent loses the dia-
logue � � � 2 � 7+�]� � � 2 � � �&�'� 7+� . However, the proponent can im-
mediately propose, as a first move, � �=�(2 �&� � � �	7+� . The oppo-
nent has no further move, so there is a winning strategy for
the position 2 �&� � � �	7 in the dialogue type �BA ������� > � � 9 B � .
Theorem 1 can be applied to the argumentation framework
�BA �?�@� , so the position 2 �&� � � �	7 is defensible in the argu-
mentation framework � A �?�@� . In opposition with example 3,
here it is in the interest of the proponent to “play all of her
cards at once”, in order to state the argument � before the
opponent gets a chance to invalidate it with � .

This example motivates the following dialogue type:

Definition 8 Let 
$�� �?���?�@� be an argumentation frame-
work. Let A be the set of consistent subsets of � . The di-
alogue type �BA ������� > � � 9 B � is called the useful-multiple-
argument dialogue type.

� � 	 ��� � � 	-' ( ��� � � � � ��� � � ��	
'��-)�� � �

Example 8 Consider a case in family law, in which the cus-
tody of the baby of a divorced couple must be determined.
Imagine the following discussion between � , the lawyer of
the mother, and � , the lawyer of the father:

� � : My client, the mother of the child, has the emotional
stability and the financial capacity to raise this child.
The child is presently being breastfed and should not
be separated from her mother. The mother therefore
requests custody over the child.

� � : Right now the child is small and cannot know what
she wants. My client is sure that in a few years she will
prefer living with her father.

In this example the mother’s lawyer begins by giving her
opinion on the status of those arguments which she consid-
ers relevant. The father’s lawyer then introduces a further el-
ement, the will of the child. At the moment when the judge
must decide, the will of the child is unknown. The judge
must therefore take a decision which is independent of the
will of the child. She might decide to attribute custody to
the mother for the first few years and then to re-assess the
situation later, when the will of the child can be determined.
This decision is reasonable, no matter what the will of the
child turns out to be.

This example demonstrates that legal reasoning is typi-
cally an evolving process. Legal reasoners are often obliged
to take decisions with incomplete information; events which
affect the outcome can happen during the decision process;
information which is relevant to the case can be made avail-
able progressively. It is for this reason that defeasible ar-
gumentation, which is concerned with drawing conclusions

that might be overridden at a later stage when new informa-
tion becomes available, is an appropriate paradigm for the
analysis of legal reasoning. It is for this reason, too, that
when a legal reasoner makes a decision which might be af-
fected by further events, she must choose a position which
will remain valid once the further information is available. In
this section we introduce a dialogue type for which the win-
ning positions are precisely those positions which are stable
under extension of available information.

For this dialogue type, we will constrain positions to be
rational, which is a stronger (but reasonable) requirement
than mere consistency. Rational positions, such as that pro-
posed in the statement made by the mother’s lawyer above,
give the opinion of the participant in the discussion, on the
status of all the relevant arguments. They are defined using
so-called labelings, as follows:

Definition 9 Let 
��� ��������� be an argumentation frame-
work. A labeling of 
$� is a total mapping

� �
� ��� 1 ; 2 P 7
that satisfies the following conditions:

1.
5 ���>� ,

� � � ���	� iff
5 � � � ,

� ���(�
��� .

2.
5 ���>� , if

� � �6���� then ��� � � such that
� �?� ���	� .

A position � � � is rational in 
$� iff there is a label-
ing

�
of 
$� such that � � � � .10 In this case

�
is said to

correspond to � . For
� � � � F labelings, we say that

� � is less
defined than

� F , denoted
� ��� � F , iff

5 ���#� ,
� � � � ��� � F � �6� .

The intuition behind labelings is extremely simple: “ � ” stands
for “support”, while “ � ” stands for “doubt”. Condition 1
states that an argument has support (i.e. contains a “ � ”) iff
all of its attackers are doubtful (i.e. contain a “ � ” ). Condi-
tion 2 states that arguments are “supported by default”; i.e.
to cast doubt on an argument, one needs support for one of
its attackers. This means that there are no grounds to doubt
the validity of an argument unless it is attacked by an ar-
gument which has some support. Notice that an argument
labeled � is both supported and doubtful; i.e. it is unde-
cided. Also, whether a mapping

� � � � � � � � @�� is a label-
ing, is determined “locally”: it suffices that each argument
be labeled in a way that is consistent with (the label of) its
neighbors. Clearly, a labeling then defines a rational posi-
tion, which consists of all arguments that have no doubt. In
addition, we observe that any position � has a unique su-
perset, which includes the necessary conditions of � , and
its inevitable consequences. Indeed, the existence of such a
minimal rational set including � , called the completion of� , is guaranteed by the following:

Theorem 2 Let � T be the set of labelings that correspond
to a rational position � in an argumentation framework

$� . ��� T � � � is a � -lattice.
���

For a labeling � , ��� H ���! � > � B H
� � . ��" and ��# are defined similarly.



Definition 10 Let � T be the set of labelings that correspond
to a rational position � in an argumentation framework.
The least-defined labeling which corresponds to � , denoted� T , is � � T . The rational completion of � , denoted � �

, is
the set � � T � � .

According to [Dun95], a position is admissible iff it coun-
terattacks all attacks against itself. Thus, a real threat on a
position is one which is not counterattacked. In the attack
relation of our dialogue type, therefore, we consider attacks
that are not counterattacked. As for the legal-move func-
tion, a player cannot adopt any argument which has already
been used in a previous move, nor can she use any argument
which is attacked by a previous move, since it is already in-
validated and therefore useless. These considerations moti-
vate the following dialogue type:

Definition 11 Let 
������������� be an argumentation frame-
work. A rational-extension dialogue in 
$� is a dialogue in
the dialogue type � � ��� ��� � , where

� �
designates rational completions in 
�� , i.e.

��� �

T X2F
	 2
6 � 4 6 is a rational position in 
$��4 T 11 7

� � designates uncountered attacks, i.e.
5 � � 6 � � ,

6 � � iff ��* � 6
such that * � � � � .�%*&�

� � designates moves that are not repeated nor useless,
i.e.

� � � C ��� �5 � � �+�+�I� $ � � C ���:�E� � �*�+�I� $ �  � ; < $GIH � �E� GKJ ��G �
As we shall show in theorem 3, the semantics which results
from this proof theory is the robust semantics. The idea of
the robust semantics is to determine those rational positions
that respect the stability of the decided arguments. When a
rational position is proposed, the so-called “undecided part”
of the argumentation framework, consists of the arguments
which have not yet been decided (i.e. the arguments in

���
,

where
�

is the corresponding labeling), with their interac-
tions. The information contained in this restricted argumen-
tation framework may permit further conclusions to be added
to the decided arguments (i.e. the arguments in

� � J � @ ).
These additional decisions are expressed by a labeling of the
undecided part of the argumentation framework. In this case,
the original set of arguments may or may not be compati-
ble with the newly added conclusions, in that their combina-
tion may or may not correspond to a labeling. We shall say
that a labeling

�
is robust, if the decided arguments can re-

main unchanged, when some undecided arguments become
�������  �

is the argumentation framework > T � 9  ����� B .

decided. These notions are formalized in the following def-
inition. The notion of an extension conveys the idea of ex-
tending a present knowledge state, by adding further con-
clusions which concern undecided arguments. The notion
of compatibility is a criterion which determines whether the
combination of two successive sets of decisions forms one
coherent set of decisions.

Definition 12 Let
�
be a labeling of an argumentation frame-

work 
$������ ����� . A labeling
� - of 
$�34 � #  �

��� ��� 4 � #�� � # �
is said to be an extension of

�
. The labeling

�
is said to be

compatible with
� - iff

��� � - is a labeling of 
�� , where

��� � - � �6� 
9 � - � �6� if ��� ���� � �6� otherwise

In order for a set of decisions to be considered “valid”, it
must be compatible with any “valid” extension of itself. Thus,
any extension which is not compatible must be itself invali-
dated by a further extension which is valid. This motivates
the following specification for robust labelings:

Specification 3 Let 
$� be an argumentation framework.

� A labeling
�

of 
$� is robust iff

1. it is compatible with all robust extensions of itself,
and

2. any incompatible extension
� - of

�
has a robust ex-

tension which is incompatible with
� - .

� A set + ��� of arguments is said to be robust iff it
corresponds to a robust labeling of 
$� .

This specifies the robust semantics, which corresponds to the
proof theory given by the rational-extension dialogue type,
as follows:

Theorem 3 Let � be a rational position in an argumenta-
tion framework. � is a winning position in the rational-
extension dialogue type � � ��� ��� � , iff

� T is robust.

Example 9 Consider again the argumentation framework
of example 1. Recall that the discussion ends in an infinite
loop, since the players have opposing views on the prece-
dence of laws, and there is no further information to sup-
port one view over the other. Suppose that the proponent
would like to defend her position 2 � � � 7 , even though there
is no way to resolve the conflict over law precedence. This
is equivalent to adopting the position which corresponds to
the labeling

�
shown in figure 5, in which the arguments � , �

and � are left undecided. This labeling is not robust, since it
is incompatible with the labeling

� - shown in the figure. This
means that if it is later revealed that the Ship Mortgage Act
has precedence over the UCC, the proponent’s claim will be
incompatible with this new information. By theorem 3, then,
the move � �=�(2 �&� � 7*� is not winning in the rational-extension
dialogue type. This is indeed the case, since the dialogue

�  �,� �%F  � � � 2 �&� � 7+�]� � �(2 �8� � 7+� has no further move, so it
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Figure 5:
�

is not robust

is lost by the proponent. The move � F is therefore winning in
� � � F , so � � is not winning in � � and therefore not winning
in the rational-extension dialogue type.

Notice that, although � �=�(2 �&� � 7*� is not winning, this does
not mean that � loses every dialogue about 2 �&� � 7 . Indeed,
the dialogue � �=�(2 �&� � 7*�=� � � 2 �87+�]� �=�(2 �	7+� is won by the propo-
nent. This shows that in order to act wisely, the opponent
has to state � right away, before it becomes invalidated by
the argument � in the proponent’s next move. In opposition
to example 3 and as was the case in example 7, in order to
win the proponent has to “play her cards quickly”. Simi-
larly, if the proponent starts with the move � �=�(2 �&� � � � 7*� , the
opponent has no move, so the position 2 �&� � � �	7 is winning
and its corresponding labeling is robust.

	 
���� � ����� � � � % ��� % � � ���6� � � � � � 	 � ��

In this work several sample dialogue types have been pre-
sented. Other dialogue types, defined using similar consider-
ations, can be formulated, with the objective of understand-
ing how the parameters of the dialogue type affect the set of
conclusions that can be proven.

One particular legal-move function which we are exam-
ining is the self-consistency function. Indeed, in [JV99a] we
introduce a so-called self-consistency dialogue type in which
the set of arguments uttered by any player has to be con-
sistent. Unlike useful-argument dialogues, in which players
only consider backward attacks, self-consistency dialogues
require players to consider both backward and forward at-
tacks of the positions which they adopt. It seems that the
positions that can be successfully argued, correspond to the
intersection of all maximal admissible sets.

Furthermore, procedural models for argumentation, such
as the one presented in this paper, are appropriate for cap-
turing defeasibility in argumentation, and allow the addition

of new information. An argumentation system, because of
its nature, cannot be deterministic or complete since the ac-
ceptance of certain arguments invites the introduction of fur-
ther arguments. We therefore would like to abandon the as-
sumption that the available arguments are known before the
discussion. This suggests defining the argumentation frame-
work during the dialogue. We would like to determine the
resulting semantics of an argumentation framework which is
defined by means of a discussion.

As has been demonstrated in [PS96], legal reasoning can
be modeled as a logical system for defeasible argumentation,
with a logic-programming-like language. An application of
the present work is to generate, e.g. with the help of the
mapping from argumentation frameworks to logic programs,
provided in [JV96], a dialectic proof theory for semantics of
logic programs which is appropriate for legal reasoning.

In addition, a computational model of our dialogue games
could be implemented and tested using examples from legal
reasoning.

� � �� � �� ' � ��)��-+�� � � �
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